petch exports up 5% in 10 months on year

U.S. in no legal position to determine Afghanistan’s future: Tehran

V INDIAN LEADER PRASAD says he is waiting for his party’s leader before deciding whether to run in the upcoming assembly election. Prasad, who is currently a member of the Lok Sabha, said he would take a decision after consulting with the party’s top brass. The ongoing political crisis in the state has left Prasad and his supporters in a dilemma. Prasad, who is a key leader of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in the state, has been involved in a series of political disputes with the party’s national leadership.

Indian navy’s role in maintaining maritime security in the region has increased significantly in recent years. The Indian navy has been active in the Indian Ocean region, and its role in maintaining security in the region has been crucial. The navy has been involved in various operations, including anti-piracy operations, counter-terrorism operations, and humanitarian assistance.
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Next parliament intention on fighting social injustice: MP

The state of Iran's economy is not as bad as the government, which is in the process of resolving the crisis in the region, has it been supposed to be. The Iranian government is well aware of the need to protect the lives of innocent people living in the region, the issue of Idlib is very complicated. On the other hand, terrorists should be uprooted. Rouhani said in his phone talks with Erdogan.

In a major escalation of the conflict in Idlib, at least 33 Turkish soldiers have died in a Syrian government attack on Thursday.

“The Islamic Republic of Iran, while respecting the sovereignty, territorial integrity of Afghanistan, is ready to offer any help for establishment of peace, stability and security in Afghanistan, in line with its national security strategy,” foreign ministry spokesman Arman Fazli said.

U.S. extends travel restriction on Iranians

U.S. Vice President Mike Pence announced that his country has extended travel restriction on coronavirus-affected countries, including Iran.

Pence was quoted by the CNN on Sunday as saying that an entry ban on travelers from Iran, Iraq, Eritrea, and Sudan remains in place.

The United States on Saturday reported its first death from the disease, a man in his 50s in Washington state, who was said to have no travel history, although three cases have links to a nursing home with a dozen of residents suffering disease symptoms.

Although most Americans face a low risk from the virus, more U.S. deaths could occur in the next several weeks, Pence added.

The president of Iran, Russia and Turkey hold regular summit on the issue of Idlib in Syria, which the leaders of the three countries say the issue of Idlib will be resolved on a “vital basis”.

The presidents of Iran, Russia and Turkey held regular summit in the Syrian capital yesterday. The leaders of the three countries say the issue of Idlib will be resolved on a “vital basis”.

In his phone talks with Erdogan, Rouhani said: “The Islamic Republic of Iran, while respecting sovereignty, territorial integrity of Afghanistan, is ready to offer any help for establishment of peace, stability and security in Afghanistan, in line with its national security strategy.”

Mr. Fazli stressed that “Iran is prepared to expand cooperation with Afghanistan, in any help for establishment of peace, stability and security in Afghanistan.”

Mr. Fazli also said that the withdrawal of foreign forces is a prerequisite to reach peace in Afghanistan, and a major objective is to implement a pact by the U.S. coupled with the European Union to reduce its commitments to the JCPOA sanctions.
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IRGC, Basij pledge to continue fight against coronavirus until full victory

On Saturday, President Hassan Rouhani, in a phone conversation with emir of the Islamic Republic of Iran, has called on the entire nations worldwide to cooperate with each other during the coronavirus outbreak, saying that the condition in Iran and claimed the lives of 54 across provinces in Iran.

According to the Health Ministry’s latest official statistics, the virus is spreading rapidly in many countries. The virus first emerged in China in December last year and is now spread across the Middle East, sparking fears of a global pandemic. The virus is spread easily from one person to another through contact with infected people, and the precautions taken by the Iranian people, including the use of face mask, have considerably reduced the spread of the virus.

On January 3, U.S. President Donald Trump ordered air strikes on the Iraq and Syria as an act of revenge against the U.S. forces in Iraq and Syria, as Iran had announced its retaliatory attack was intended to show to the United States that they cannot bully Iran and will continue to resist their policies.

“Your children in the Guards and Basij, with you dear, kind and decent people and revolutionary society of Iran, has always been and will be ready and accessible in all conditions, No inhuman, unethical, barbaric, and immoral terrorist threat,” Rouhani added.

The claim of helping Iran in the fight against coronavirus is a “ridiculous” and “hypocritical” move and is an attempt to mislead the world into thinking that the United States is participating in the fight against the coronavirus. The United States government, they [the Iranian people] were not involved in the conflict, so do not try to mislead the world into thinking that the United States is participating in the fight against the coronavirus.

At first the United States announced that no one was killed in air strikes, but the Iranian people were killed and their families were devastated by the air strikes. The United States, however, did not condemn the attack and did not express any concern for the Iranian people.

Among the measures that have been taken by the United States to control the coronavirus has been the announcement of the SHTA. The SHTA is a framework that has been established under the framework announced in a statement on Thursday that the U.S. government has exerted massive pressures on the Iranian people, including the announcement of the SHTA.

The SHTA is the first operational channel established under the framework announced by the U.S. Department of State and the Treas- ury. The SHTA is intended to facilitate the flow of humanitarian goods to the Iranian people, but it is not clear how the U.S. government will implement the SHTA.

The SHTA will be the first channel established under the framework announced by the U.S. Department of State and the Treasury, and it will be the first channel to be established under the framework announced by the U.S. Department of State.
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ECONOMY

TEHRAN — The value of Iranian currency has risen 37 percent during the past month. As reported by ICCIMA portal, in a letter to the secretary-general of the chamber, ICCIMA Head Gholam-Hossein Shafei, the manager of the Iran International Exhibition Company has informed that metal and mineral trading floor of IME, 548,341 tons of different commodities worth $1.142 trillion have been traded at this floor. Shafei has also called on the heads of chambers of commerce across the country to establish Coronavirus Containment Headquarter to take care of their social responsibility towards help people and organizations.

Iranian medical officials have assured the public that the worst is over, and the virus is now in rein in the outbreak, saying that the country must remain vigilant against reintroduction as the virus has improved.

The IME report said that metal and mineral trading floor witnessed trading of 1.09 million tons of steel, 17,750 tons of copper, and 22,500 tons of aluminum with a total value of $45.026 billion rials (about $1.142 trillion). For this reason, Iranian medical officials have assured the public that the worst is over, and the virus is now in rein in the outbreak, saying that the country must remain vigilant against reintroduction as the virus has improved.

Value of trades at IME climbs 37% in a week

TEHRAN — The export returns to TSE, IFB. According to managing director of Iran International Exhibition Company (IKE), says the number of exporters and Iranian foreign trade exhibition companies in March 2020, the trade center of the IME, 548,341 tons of different commodities with the total value of $1,142 million have been traded. On this trading floor, 343,020 tons of bitumen, 223,000 tons of V8 fuel stock, 189,000 tons of crude oil, 483,850 tons of VB feedstock, 170,240 tons of lube cut oil, 55,685 tons of sulfur were traded. On this trading floor, 132,820 tons of bitumen, 225,000 tons of crude oil, 483,850 tons of VB feedstock, 170,240 tons of lube cut oil, 55,685 tons of sulfur were traded. Shafei has also called on the heads of chambers of commerce across the country to establish Coronavirus Containment Headquarter to take care of their social responsibility towards help people and organizations.

A sense of panic was palpable in all corners of the international financial system on Friday as coronavirus rages spread rapidly across Europe, the Americas and sub-Saharan Africa for the first time. As reported by ICCIMA portal, in a letter to the secretary-general of the chamber, ICCIMA Head Gholam-Hossein Shafei, the manager of the Iran International Exhibition Company has informed that metal and mineral trading floor of IME, 548,341 tons of different commodities worth $1.142 trillion have been traded at this floor.

Shafei has also called on the heads of chambers of commerce across the country to establish Coronavirus Containment Headquarter to take care of their social responsibility towards help people and organizations.

The IME report said that metal and mineral trading floor witnessed trading of 1.09 million tons of steel, 17,750 tons of copper, and 22,500 tons of aluminum with a total value of $45.026 billion rials (about $1.142 trillion). For this reason, Iranian medical officials have assured the public that the worst is over, and the virus is now in rein in the outbreak, saying that the country must remain vigilant against reintroduction as the virus has improved.

How coronavirus may bring China's debt pile to the global economy

The indices of Bank Mellat, Bank Sephahan, Bank Faeji, Bank Saderat and Bank Melli have experienced growth of its main index, 2,775,320 tons of various products, a total number of 46,870 of empty barrels and 24,045,010 of 500958 products were delivered during January.

Coronavirus weighs on South Korean February trade; ministry says worse to come

South Korea’s monthly trade data, the first to be released among major exporting economies and a leading indicator for global trade, already hinting at a fall from the epidemic.

Trade figures released in February showed a $5.6 billion drop in exports and a $11.7 billion decline in imports as all sectors of the economy have been forced to slow down. The trade ministry’s data this month, however, will be even more disappointing.
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Saudis join shale gas race

If you can’t beat them join them

By Salman Parvee

TEHRAN — Saudi Arabia fought a price war aimed at putting the U.S. shale in-
dustry out of business just six years ago and is now leading an aggressive ad-
vertisement campaign to lure potential customers.

Chief Executive Officer Amin Nasser told the London 2019 oil and gas confer-
ence that the company is launching the biggest domestic gas development outside the U.S. to boost domestic gas supply to be used to replace oil for power generation plants.

The $110 billion Jafurrath shale gas field project received the green light from Aramco on Saturday aimed at making the company a major player in the world of power generation plants.

Aramco plans to supply gas to be used to replace oil to fire power generation plants. Aramco CEO Amin Nasser later said his company was launching the biggest domestic gas development outside the U.S. to boost domestic gas supply to be used to replace oil for power generation plants.

Fracking is a controversial way of extracting natural gas from beneath the earth’s surface which was previously too costly to tap. It has already proven too costly to tap. It has already proven to be effective, and Bloomberg has gained a good place in the Democratic or Republican Parties.

Figures like Bloomberg in the U.S. political system are U.S. and Russia.

Aramco’s new strategy is not a new one. Aramco had already developed fracking using seawater, which is more environmentally friendly and accessible, as it is not reflected by media outlets and is not reflected by media outlets.

The rest of the Democratic hopefuls are U.S. and Russia.

The rest of the Democratic hopefuls announced that the Kurdistan Democratic Party led by Masoud Barzani insisted on the necessity of selecting its nominees for new cabinet ministerial seats, but Allawi did not accept.

"Allawi rejected the names proposed by the Kurdistan Democratic Party and all the other political candidates for ministries. In fact, the factions of the Kurdistan Democratic Party were not satisfied with the names proposed by the party and emphasized that he himself must propose the cabinet ministerial seats, so he abandoned and sanctioned Iran’s easily we abandon and sanction Iran’s easily.

No need to talk about Trump’s stand on the issue.

In conclusion I want to ask why should we have the same advantages of switching to fuels that can be used for fracking, insists Nasser.

Now let’s remember for a moment that many now refer to Bernie Sanders as the second McGovern, believing he will also face lobbyists’ anger because of its opposition to wealth-bearers as well as opposition to U.S. military policies around the world.

Saudi Arabia is bordered by Jordan, Iraq, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, the Unit-
ed Arab Emirates, Oman and Yemen. There has been no comments from the neighbors about the ecological damage that such a project can bring with it.

In conclusion I want to ask why should we have the same advantages of switching to fuels that can be used for fracking, insists Nasser.

Aramco has already developed fracking using seawater, which is more environmentally friendly and accessible, as it is not reflected by media outlets and is not reflected by media outlets.

Some figures like Michael Bloomberg, the tenth richest man in the U.S., has further reinforced the idea of the importance of money and wealth in the U.S. election by looking at the spending of candidates in congressional elections, we will find my first nearly 50 percent of the candidates who have spent the most have won the U.S. congressional elections.

The U.S. and a smart oligarchy

The Democratic Party, backed by lobbyists, is a political force called ‘pro-growth’ or ‘McGovern’. Therefore, he lost the votes of the Democratic Party, which had not lost the votes of the Democratic Party since the beginning, so he lost the election. He later said, “I lost to Nixon because I was against the war.”

Now let’s remember for a moment that many now refer to Bernie Sanders as the second McGovern, believing he will also face lobbyists’ anger because of its opposition to wealth-bearers as well as opposition to U.S. military policies around the world.
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Fracking and 2020 U.S. elec-
tions

A stand on fracking industry can be a very tricky. On the one hand it can be a question of creation of jobs and a source of revenue. However, the long-term implications on the environment is not known. For politicians short-term gains count. Gains to create new jobs outweigh the costs associated with fracking. Elimi-
nating fracking would inevitably lead to higher natural gas prices and higher electricity prices and increased unemployment as the U.S. would once again be a net importer of natural gas and oil.

Making 2020 elections a climate emergency story?

On my first day as president, I will sign an executive order that puts a total moratorium on all new fossil fuel leases for drilling on public lands. And I will ban fracking—everywhere,” Democratic presidential hopeful Elizabeth Warren tweeted.

The rest of the Democratic hopefuls will follow suit, with a possible excep-
tions of Senator Cory Booker, Tom Steyer, analysts predict.

Of course, oil industry is a mega in-
dustry with big backing behind it. On Thursday a U.S. oil lobby group said banning hydraulic fracturing and halting new drilling on federal land would cost the U.S. economy $52 billion in the next decade and kill millions of jobs. No need to talk about Trump’s stand on the issue.

In conclusion I want to ask why should we have the same advantages of switching to fuels that can be used for fracking, insists Nasser.
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The travel industry is suffering its worst shock since 9/11 because of coronavirus

New York (CNN Business) — It's one of the largest industries in the world, employing millions of people and generating trillions of dollars in revenue. And it might be the most vulnerable to the coronavirus.

The travel industry has already taken a huge hit due to travel restrictions and canceled events, and both business and pleasure, but that's just the beginning.

"[It's] going to be a disaster for the industry since the September 11 terrorist attacks on the United States, according to some experts, because now we have the whole continent of China, which is the world's largest consumer of travel, shut down," economist with Moody's Analytics. "It's the most directly and immediately impacted."

Travel industry crucial to the global economy

The loss to the travel industry has the potential to become a major drag on the global economy if the coronavirus continues to spread around the world.

"If Europe and China shut down, the economic impact would be huge, especially since China is the world's largest consumer of travel and Europe is the world's second-largest consumer," he said. "If this turns into a global pandemic, the effects could be catastrophic for the global economy."

A major concern for the travel industry is the impact of the virus on business travel. The group estimates that up to 37% of business travel is at risk of being lost.

"If business travel is lost, that's a big deal," said a senior economist with Moody's Analytics. "If business travel is lost, that's a big deal."

A new report from the World Travel and Tourism Council estimates that the travel and tourism industry contributed $8.2 trillion to the global economy in 2019, equivalent to 10% of global GDP. It is projected to grow at 3.3% in 2020.

"The travel and tourism industry is one of the most important industries in the world," he said. "It is one of the most important industries in the world."

A new report from the World Travel and Tourism Council estimates that the travel and tourism industry contributed $8.2 trillion to the global economy in 2019, equivalent to 10% of global GDP. It is projected to grow at 3.3% in 2020.

The travel industry is also facing a significant decline in international travel. The World Travel and Tourism Council estimates that international travel has declined by 25% in the first half of 2020.

"The travel industry is facing a significant decline in international travel," he said. "The travel industry is facing a significant decline in international travel."

A new report from the World Travel and Tourism Council estimates that the travel and tourism industry contributed $8.2 trillion to the global economy in 2019, equivalent to 10% of global GDP. It is projected to grow at 3.3% in 2020.

"The travel industry is facing a significant decline in international travel," he said. "The travel industry is facing a significant decline in international travel."

A new report from the World Travel and Tourism Council estimates that the travel and tourism industry contributed $8.2 trillion to the global economy in 2019, equivalent to 10% of global GDP. It is projected to grow at 3.3% in 2020.
$47m more allocated to combat COVID-19 outbreak

Wildfire extinguished in northern forests

Wildfire, erupting in northern forests of Gilan province over the past 2 days, has been fully extinguished, commander of the protection unit of natural resources and watershed management organization of Gilan has stated.

According to the latest statistics, approximately 190 hectares of forests in Gilan province have been burnt in recent days, IRNA quoted Mohammad Qorbani as saying on Sunday.

He went on to say that 99 percent of fires in 15 cities of Gilan province have caused no serious damage to the trees.

In spite of the complete fire of fire, the protection unit is still on full alert, he further noted.

Appreciating all the forces who made efforts to control the wildfire, he concluded that fire broke out in various cities, including Rasht, Talezan, Robarud, Shabslak and some others.

What does Iranian traditional medicine recommend against COVID-19?

TEHRAN — Iranian traditional medicine practitioners play an essential role in strengthening the immune system to resist the novel coronavirus infection, the health ministry's director of traditional medicine department has said.

Referring to the importance of health care, Alireza Alidousti explained various measures of the traditional medicine in the system, ISNA reported.

He went on to say that medical fasting, reducing calorie consumed in a day by 20 percent less than usual, can help strengthen the immune system and reduce inflammation, this method can improve the body's function against the disease.

“Peckles should be restricted and it is essential to avoid spicy food such as red pepper, mustard and spice in addition to salty sauces on balance,” he said, adding: it is also advisable to limit the consumption of yogurt, tomatoes, bananas and thick food.

On the other hand, the consumption of juicy fruits along with fresh vegetables, green, barley, melon, green beans, dera and pumpkin are also helpful to boost the immune system, he noted.

He went on to conclude that thyme, cinnamon, dill, flower, turmeric, starless lavandulifolia, vipucus bugloss phonium, aloes, alfalfa, rosemary and dions are also beneficial to the body.

Orchids are woven through Chinese culture. What happens if they vanish?...
The violence in Delhi is not a ‘riot’. It is targeted anti-Muslim brutality.

Muhdyin becomes Malaysia prime minister, Mahathir vows to fight

Some U.S. states make it harder for college students to vote

EU border force on ‘high alert’ as migrants push to enter central

Pentagon tells Taliban deal as allowing fuller focus on China

Afghan peace deal hits first snag over prisoner releases

Syria closes northern seats, downs Turkish drone

Afghan peace deal hits first snag over prisoner releases

The Trump administration’s peace deal with the Taliban opens the door for an “initial phased withdrawal” of U.S. forces, Defense Secretary Mark Esper says as a step toward the broader goal of preparing for potential future war with China. With President Donald Trump’s endorsement, the agreement was reached between the U.S. and Taliban factions last Saturday in Doha, Qatar.

The agreement required Ankara to oust Takfiri terrorists from Idlib in a “peaceful manner” within 30 days, after which the Turkish military would begin a process of redeploying troops to northern Syria to “neutralize the threat” in the region.

EU border force on ‘high alert’ as migrants push to enter central Europe

The European Union’s border force Frontex has announced that it is on “high alert” and has intensified steps to redeploy to Greek borders. The force has been struggling to cope with an influx of migrants trying to enter the European Union from the Balkans.

The force has deployed an additional 1,000 officers to the Greek borders with Turkey, where most of the migrants are crossing.

The Frontex announcement came as the European Union and Turkey struck a deal in late 2016 under which Turkey would in return for thousands of refugees. The agreement helped reduce the number of migrants trying to reach Europe.

A Greek government source said police forces deployed at the border had stopped nearly 12,000 migrants trying to enter from Turkey over the past 24 hours, adding that the number they had tried to cross into Greece via the

Pentagon tells Taliban deal as allowing fuller focus on China

The U.S. defense department has announced that it is “taking significant steps” to redeploy troops to Greece and other European countries as part of its efforts to prepare for potential war with China.

The agreement required the Turkish military to “secure the movement through the region of all displaced individuals,” including refugees from Syria and other countries. The agreement also required the Turkish military to “secure the movement through the region of all displaced individuals,” including refugees from Syria and other countries.

The agreement was signed by Ankara and Damascus in Idlib, the only large territory in the hands of terrorists. The Syrian military has managed to undo militant gains in the region.

Syria closes northern seats, downs Turkish drone

A new video has emerged showing Turkish forces using their drones to attack Syrian troops near the town of Nairab in Idlib province.

The video shows a Turkish drone dropping a bomb on a group of Syrian soldiers who were fortifying positions near the town.

The footage shows Turkey’s forces targeting Syrian positions in response to a recent offensive by the Syrian government forces in the region.

Syria has shot down three of its own aircraft over the past 24 hours, adding that huge crowds of migrants had arrived by sea on three Greek islands.

The agreement was reached between the U.S. and Taliban factions last Saturday in Doha, Qatar.

The agreement required Ankara to oust Takfiri terrorists from Idlib in a “peaceful manner” within 30 days, after which the Turkish military would begin a process of redeploying troops to northern Syria to “neutralize the threat” in the region.

The agreement required the Turkish military to “secure the movement through the region of all displaced individuals,” including refugees from Syria and other countries. The agreement also required the Turkish military to “secure the movement through the region of all displaced individuals,” including refugees from Syria and other countries.

The agreement was signed by Ankara and Damascus in Idlib, the only large territory in the hands of terrorists. The Syrian military has managed to undo militant gains in the region.
I N T E R N A T I O N A L  D A I L Y

T A S N I M — Iran national football head coach Dragan Skocic returned to Iran Sunday morning.

The 52-year-old Croatian had traveled to Belgium and Russia to monitor the Iranian players in the league. Skocic met with Iran’s football federation to determine the team’s lineup for when the 2022 FIFA World Cup qualification begins in March 17-19.

TASNIM — Iran Volleyball Super League will likely be postponed due to coronavirus concerns

The coronavirus outbreak has led many sports events to be postponed or to be held behind closed doors.

The outbreak of the coronavirus and the canceling or reducing flights between countries especially in Asia have led many sports events to be postponed or to be held behind closed doors.

The competition brought over 600 teams, athletes from 60 countries to Tehran, claimed a gold in Austria beating Staindor Horuna from Ukraine in the Men’s over 107kg at the Rio 2016 Paralympics.

A superb 80th-minute finish from Maxi Urruti secured all three points for Montreal Impact, which appointed Thierry Henry as manager in November.

But Houston fought back to level through Colombian forward Cristian Pavon, who won a penalty after a foul on Maxi Urruti.

Siamand Rahman, 35, won a gold medal at the 23rd edition of the Asian Athletics Championships in Doha in April. He won his sixth continental title with a throw of 69.98m. However, he failed to claim a medal at the 2019 World Athletics Championships in Doha in September.

Hadadi, who won a silver medal at the 2012 Olympics with a 68.93m throw, is aiming to reclaim another medal in the prestigious event.

The mark he set is the equivalent of three Olympic gold medals.

He went on to say that 593 Iranian people have been affected by the virus so far.

Iran win two gold medals at Karate 1-Premier League Salzburg

Hadadi is set to be able to stay here after 15 years is amazing.

“Olympic Games is a dream for every athlete and it was especially good that I will participate in the games for the fourth time. I hope to win my best medal in the event. The best seven discus throwers will take part at the Olympics and they will make it tough for me to win a medal but I will do my best to win my second medal at the Olympics,” Hadadi concluded.

He added that 44 Iranian weightlifters were supposed to be in the camp.

The exact number of athletes to be dispatched to Asian championships has not yet been identified, she said adding that the exact number of athletes to be dispatched to Asian championships has not yet been identified.

The World Championships has not yet been identified, she said adding that the camp will not be held until the further notice.

The marked number of athletes to be dispatched to Asian championships due to the outbreak of coronavirus.

Speaking to IRNA, head of Iranian women national weight lifting team Suley Bahrani said on Sunday that the camp was scheduled to be held during March 3-18.

She added that four Iranian weightlifters were supposed to be in the camp.

Iran officially postpones Iran Volleyball Super League

The outbreak has had a major impact on the global sporting calendar, with major events canceled or postponed, and raised alarm bells for Tokyo Olympics organizers.

THEHARD TIMES

Iran nat’l weightlifting team cancels warm-up camp

IRNA — Iranian women national weightlifting team has canceled its warm-up camp prior to attending in the Asian championships due to the outbreak of coronavirus.

The World Championships was supposed to be held in Uzbekistan on March 27 but it was postponed to April 15, the source said.

Head of Iran’s Health Ministry’s public relations office Kianoush Jahanpour said on Saturday that 422 Iranians have succumbed to the lethal coronavirus which has claimed hundreds of lives.

World’s strongest Paralympian Siamand Rahman dies

A superb lobbed 80th-minute finish from Maxi Urruti secured all three points for Montreal Impact, which appointed former France and Arsenal star Thierry Henry as manager in November.

Thierry Henry’s Major League Soccer (MLS) managerial career got off to a winning start as Montreal Impact came from behind to defeat New England Revolution 2-1 in its season-opener.

Henry’s offer as Impact wins MLS opener

A superb lobbed 80th-minute finish from Maxi Urruti secured all three points for Montreal Impact, which appointed Thierry Henry as manager in November.

Thierry Henry’s Major League Soccer (MLS) managerial career got off to a winning start as Montreal Impact came from behind to defeat New England Revolution 2-1 in its season-opener.

A superb lobbed 80th-minute finish from Maxi Urruti secured all three points for Montreal Impact, which appointed former France and Arsenal star Thierry Henry as manager in November.

Urruti’s winner, lifting the ball over New England goalkeeper Matt Turner from the edge of the area, came just moments after Revs substitute Willfried Zahibo had a goal chalked off for offside after a video review.

Earlier Tanel Bunbury had fed New England into the lead at the Olympic Stadium with a 33rd-minute header after well-worked move from a corner.

Urruti continued his excellent form into the second set as he latched on to a corner and headed home just before halftime.

The game was a huge test of impact, which appointed former France and Arsenal star Thierry Henry as manager in November.

Urruti’s winner, lifting the ball over New England goalkeeper Matt Turner from the edge of the area, came just moments after Revs substitute Willfried Zahibo had a goal chalked off for offside after a video review.

Earlier Tanel Bunbury had fed New England into the lead at the Olympic Stadium with a 33rd-minute header after well-worked move from a corner.

Urruti continued his excellent form into the second set as he latched on to a corner and headed home just before halftime.

The game was a huge test of impact, which appointed former France and Arsenal star Thierry Henry as manager in November.
Big Sky filmfest honors “Sunless Shadows”

Cover of Iranian legendary vocalist Mohammadreza Shajarian’s new album “Khorasaniyat”. Poems by Emad Khosravi have been set to music by the late composer and santur virtuoso Parviz Meshkian.

The duo recorded the songs of the collection during their southern cities of Abadan and Khoshroo, which they titled “Khorasaniyat”. The Persian version of the book was published by Aradanam Publications in Iran.

The novel is the story of one of the UN commissioners who uncovers corruption in the UN bureaucracy, and the issues brought by UN’s UN commanders and then escapes. While he is fleeing, he is recruited by a private military team whose objective is achieving global peace, but meanwhile it engages in activities to gain income for its operations.

The commander’s cooperation with the private team continues until they also have operations in Iran and a few other countries.

While working with the UN team, the Scrolls of the Sunless Shadows is composed by Nabi Ahmadi and “Cham” in Mazandaran called him “Mashti”.

Ahmad Mohsenpur, who played violin, joined the band, Brothers, Farajollah, a santur player, and Abdollah who is a santur virtuoso, to top schools.

The possibility of relocating that place is not expected to grow in the film of the film. It is a Hollywood production affected by the virus.


Mazandarani folk singer Abolhasan Koshshru dies at 73

Irranrang Records to release Shajarian’s album of Khorasaniyat songs

Mehrdad Oskui’s work, titled “Sunless Shadows”, has won an honorable mention at the 7th Big Sky Documentary Film Festival, the organizers have announced.

The pandemic has disrupted the world of art, culture, and the arts. In addition to past performances, the works of the current generation have also been presented through virtual platforms. The Persian version of the book was published by Aradanam Publications in Iran.

Dance of the History” has been published in English.

Mehr Dad Oskui, the Iranian director, is a member of the Supreme Century, a major international publishing company located in the Reseda neighborhood in Los Angeles, in the publishing company, translated into English by Mahnaz Kima.

The Persian version of the book was published by Aradanam Publications in Iran.

Iran has canceled all art, cultural and cinematic events across the country amid growing concerns over the new coronavirus outbreak. According to the latest data, a total of 978 Iranian nationals have been infected by the virus, out of which 54 patients have lost their lives.

The possibility of relocating that place is not expected to grow in the film of the film. It is a Hollywood production affected by the virus.


